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Julio Rondo
The Brake
Exhibition from 23 January to 20 March 2021
Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain is pleased to present Julio Rondo’s third solo exhibition “The Brake” at the gallery.
Always remaining faithful to his very own and unique technique, which is reverse painting behind glass, Julio Rondo’s
new works range between abstract painting and objectuality.
The painter’s mission here is the result of a meticulous planning of the used technique, means and composition
preceding the process of creating the picture, that does not correspond to an expressive, spontaneous act of painting.
By using his personal, visual archive, Rondo creates impressive documents of a life with fast-drying acrylic paint, that
are able to activate feelings, thoughts and perceptions without mimetically depicting his environment.
The airbrush streaks from earlier works disappear and give way for soft, vibrant and geometric colour fields which are
released from the rigidity of their form by the medium of the order. These colour fields create a three-dimensional
liveliness within the artwork.
Most likely to a memory never being identical with objective experiences in its colouring, Rondo’s new works are not
merely the result of the natural artistic intensification or development, but rather an energy that is existing in the
pictorial space.
The choice of colours carries memories of past decades which have been marked by garish pop culture into the
present, making them an integral part of our time.
The significant references to personal experiences and collective basic moods which only emerge through the process
of artistic abstraction and through which the filter function of memory recedes into the background, allow Rondo’s
paintings to be experienced as a space that - as a mirror of the present - could become a projection screen for
subjective associations that the viewer has.
Abstraction neither serves to express the loss of context of the postmodern individual, nor does it elevate the works
into a sphere of autonomy. In fact, we could rather speak of a kind of «Romantic Abstraction» that - between intellect
and emotion - enables an additional form of perception, revealing the past and the future in favour of experiencing
the present as a spiritual construct.
Despite the deliberately aleatory naming of the works, the lack of reference is not so absolute that access is
only possible in a discursive, art-immanent way. Rather, Rondo places his art in a context with everyday life by
transforming personal experience into pictorial objects that depict logocentrically unrecognizable moods of the
present. Freed from any narrative attachment, what takes place between past and future thus becomes visible and
aesthetically experienceable in the controlled and dormant pictorial space.
Without any claim to the truth, Rondo thus makes the present essentially experienceable. Despite and precisely
because of the autobiographical colouring of his works, in them and through them it becomes clear that every
experience and every work of art is individual and specific, and that life and art do not have to be shaped by collective
discourses and subjective feelings of the past, but by every moment.
Leni Senger (2019)
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Julio Rondo (Sontrondio, Spain, 1952) lives and works in Stuttgart & Berlin, Germany
SOLO EXHIBITIONS (Selection) : «slope.», Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain, Paris, France (2015) | «Comb Your Hair With Water And Go
To Church», Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain, Paris, France (2008) | GROUP EXHIBITIONS (Selection) : «Amish Quilts Meet Modern Art»,
Staatliches Textil und Industriemuseum, Augsburg, Germany (2020) | «MEHR : WERT», Von der Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal, Germany (2020) |
«1825 Days», Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain, Paris, France (2013) | «365 Days», Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain, Paris, France (2009) | «..you
sure about this place?», Sioux City Art Center, Sioux City, United States (2003) | «Inbetween», Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, Germany (1995)
| «Inbetween», Landschaftsverband Rheinland, Archäologisches Museum, Xanten, Germany (1994) | «Inbetween», La Biennale di Venezia, Venice,
Italy (1993) | «Das goldene Zeitalter», Württembergischer Kunstverein, Stuttgart, Germany (1991) | «Regard sur la jeune création allemande», 36e
Salon de Montrouge, France (1991) | «90 a.s.o», Auvers-sur-Oise, France (1990)

UPCOMING :

> Niccolò Montesi’s exhibition, 27 March > 15 May 2021, Bendana | Pinel Art Contemporain

Artists : Francisca Aninat | Irit Batsry | Débora Bolsoni | Thomas Broomé | Dias & Riedweg | Maria Friberg | Mauro Giaconi | Niklas Goldbach |
Alejandra Laviada | Steven Le Priol | Pablo Lobato | Pedro Motta | Christiane Pooley | Matthias Reinmuth | Caio Reisewitz | Olivier Richon |
Florencia Rodriguez Giles | Julio Rondo | Miguel Rothschild | Giancarlo Scaglia | Sandra Vásquez de la Horra
Invited Artists : Daniel Alcalà | Giulia Andreani | Ernesto Ballesteros | Iulian Bisericaru | Cathy Burghi | Alberto Cont | Luca Cutrufelli |
Arnaud Dezoteux | Pablo Hare | Hirofumi Isoya | Adam Jeppesen | Lunga Kama | Aspasia Krystalla | Jarbas Lopes | Niccolò Montesi | Ronald Morán |
Bernardo Ramalho | Thiago Rocha Pitta | Dineo Seshee Bopape | Camila Sposati
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Kind Of, 2020
Acrylic behind glass, acrylic and varnish on wood
100 x 80 cm
Unique
COURTESY BENDANA I PINEL ART CONTEMPORAIN
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Pour Sugar On Me, 2020
Acrylic behind glass, acrylic on wood
90 x 120 cm
Unique
COURTESY BENDANA I PINEL ART CONTEMPORAIN
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Sometimes Always, 2020
Acrylic behind glass, acrylic on wood
100 x 80 cm
Unique
COURTESY BENDANA I PINEL ART CONTEMPORAIN

